
APPENDIX V 

 

Councillors are asked to consider the following agenda item regarding the fees surrounding 

memorial benches.  

The Town Council still has a long list of people requesting memorial benches dating back a 

number of years. We are currently working our way down the list and organising the 

purchase and siting of new benches. This can be a time consuming process which is costing 

the Council money. We have identified a number of new areas to help reduce the numbers 

on the list and perhaps bulk purchasing could be undertaken at a reduced cost from the 

suppliers.  

Currently charges for the bench, delivery, inscription and maintenance fee are exactly what 

we are charged from the bench supplier. This means we are only charging £33 year (new 

April 2018 fee charge) for the installation, maintenance and admin of arranging these 

benches, as highlighted below. 

Castle Grounds & Cemetery 

These areas have Sandhurst benches with engraved top slats for memorials. We charge: 

Bench plus engraving - £410 

Delivery (from bench supplier) - £35 

Annual maintenance fee (first years for installation) - £33 

Total: £478 

Cost from bench supplier - £445 

No admin fee is charged, and only a meagre maintenance and installation fee. 

Proposal 

 Charge an installation fee based on the work and materials involved.  

(Some Councils charge up to £200 for installation alone).  

Average DLF man hours are costing £60 for installation and £25 in materials. 

 Currently no admin fee is charged and although it is difficult to estimate the time it 

takes to sort each individual bench, but at the moment there is a large backlog to 

clear and more and more time is being spent on benches. In the future, when we are 

up to date, this time may be considerably reduced.  

It is suggested that an admin fee of £80 be included on the first invoice along with a 

£120 installation fee, which would not be unreasonable. 



 Increase the annual maintenance fee to better reflect the time the maintenance is 

taking. This could be increased to £50 with an annual 5% increase every year 

Members are requested to consider the way forward. 


